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Abstract
We present a simple approach to the generation and labeling of extraction patterns for coding political event data, an important task in computational social science. We use weak supervision to
identify pattern candidates and learn distributed representations for them. Given seed extraction
patterns from existing pattern dictionaries, we use label propagation to label pattern candidates.
We present two case studies. i) We derive patterns of acceptable quality for a number of international relations & conflicts categories using pattern candidates of O’Connor et al. (2013).
ii) We derive patterns for coding protest events that outperform an established set of TABARI /
PETRARCH hand-crafted patterns.

1

Introduction

Social scientists work with datasets of interactions between political actors (political events), which
they extract manually or automatically (code) from large quantities of news text (Figure 1). The automated coding of political events, which dates back to the early 1990s (Gerner et al., 1994), is commonly
performed using pattern matching with large manually compiled dictionaries of actor names and event
patterns. Syntactic parsing is widely used to guide the application of patterns.
Example
Event type
Example
Event type
Example
Event type
Example
Event type

U.S. military chief General Colin Powell said on Wednesday NATO would need to remain strong.
M AKE STATEMENT, GENERIC (010)
Kenyan President Daniel Arap Moi on Monday urged Uganda to repatriate “all Kenyan criminals hiding
there” to face trial, accusing them of killing Kenyan policemen in cross-border raids recently.
A PPEAL FOR MATERIAL COOPERATION (021)
Austrian unions blocked three motorways into the capital Vienna on Monday to protest government plans
to reform the country’s pension system.
O BSTRUCT PASSAGE , BLOCK (144)
A small eastern German company on Wednesday became the first to announce a boycott by an American
company over Berlin’s refusal to back the U.S. administration’s moves to disarm Iraq militarily.
C ONDUCT STRIKE OR BOYCOTT (143)

Figure 1: Examples of political events and their CAMEO event categories (§ 2): IR events above and
protest events below. The IR examples are from the CAMEO codebook (Schrodt, 2012). In the examples,
the source actor is in red, the event in green, and the target actor in blue.
Despite their simplicity, pattern-based coding systems are as good as trained human coders at predicting event types (King and Lowe, 2003) and have been found sufficiently accurate for near real-time event
monitoring (O’Brien, 2010). Compared to statistical systems for event extraction common in NLP (Ahn,
2006), one advantage of pattern-based event coding is that coding decisions are transparent and readily
examinable, being triggered by the matching of specific patterns. Yet, manual pattern construction is
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Figure 2: Overview of proposed pipeline: auto- Figure 3: Examples of pattern candidates: IR domated pattern acquisition and subsequent filtering main above (O’Connor et al., 2013), protest below.
of pattern candidates by a human expert.
prohibitively costly (Schrodt, 2006). Patterns are not easily portable across domains, and any adaptation
to a new domain requires extensive human effort.
In this paper, we show how the automated acquisition, that is generation and labeling, of extraction
patterns can be applied to the problem of the machine coding of political events. The goal is, on the
one hand, to reduce human effort associated with pattern construction and, on the other, to show how to
increase recall, which is often low in rule-based systems. By automatically generating pattern candidates
and labeling them in a semi-supervised way, we produce many noisy patterns. Before any of them gets
added to a pattern-based coder, they should be inspected by a human expert.
Our contribution is as follows: We combine ideas from traditional pattern acquisition by bootstrapping
(Huang and Riloff, 2013), the more recent approaches to the grouping of semantically related patterns
based on distributed representations (Krause et al., 2015; Batista et al., 2015), and semi-supervised
labeling for lexicon induction (Hamilton et al., 2016; Rao and Ravichandran, 2009; Takamura et al.,
2007) into a simple recipe for pattern construction, of practical interest to social scientists (Figure 2). We
demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach by applying it to the important domains of international
relations and conflicts (IR) and of protest events.

2

Related Work

There exists a whole family of political event coding systems that rely on dictionaries of patterns:
TABARI , PETRARCH , PETRARCH 2 1 (Norris et al., 2017), and VRA-Reader2 (King and Lowe, 2003).
One popular ontology of political events, primarily in the IR domain, is CAMEO (Gerner et al., 2002). It
defines twenty broad categories, e.g. Reduce Diplomatic Relations or Investigate. Each topmost category
is further divided into more specific subtypes, e.g. Investigate War Crimes. TABARI, PETRARCH, and
PETRARCH 2 come with extensive dictionaries of patterns that map verb phrases to CAMEO categories.
Recently, there has been lot of interest in applying statistical learning to the coding of political events
(Beieler, 2016; Hanna, 2017; Nardulli et al., 2015). O’Connor et al. (2013) present an unsupervised
Bayesian coder, which models the gradual change in the types of events between actors over time.
Automated pattern acquisition has been a central topic in information extraction by pattern matching
(Yangarber et al., 2000; Riloff and Jones, 1999) and is primarily associated with bootstrapping, a set of
heuristic methods that establish similarity between patterns based on their occurrence in a small number
of contexts. Huang and Riloff (2013) bootstrap verb-phrase patterns for protest event extraction by
exploiting their co-occurrence with collective terms like “workers”, “activists”. Krause et al. (2015)
explore the occurrence of event patterns in all contexts and train a feedforward neural network to produce
event pattern embeddings.
The semi-supervised method of label propagation in a lexical similarity graph whose edge weights are
computed from rich distributed representations has been used extensively for the derivation of large-scale
polarity lexica (Hamilton et al., 2016; Velikovich et al., 2010). Various efficient techniques have become
1
2

https://github.com/openeventdata/petrarch2
http://vranet.com
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available for obtaining powerful distributed representations of linguistic entities (Mikolov et al., 2013;
Pennington et al., 2014; Cotterell et al., 2017). Levy et al. (2015) repopularize truncated singular value
decomposition (SVD) in the context of word embeddings.

3

Method

This and the next section present the method. First, we generate pattern candidates from dependency
parses (§ 3.1), then compute their distributed representations and label using label propagation (§ 3.2).
3.1

Generation of pattern candidates

A pattern is a most simple classifier (r, t) that consists of a regular expression r and a type t. If r
matches some substring v of input text x, then x gets classified with t and v is the textual evidence of
t in x. A pattern candidate is a regular expression. Given a set of types {t1 , . . . , tm }, an automated
pattern acquisition method identifies sets of pattern candidates {P1 , . . . , Pm } such that Pi are likely
correct classifiers for type ti . To apply Pi to coding, one can either simply use all Pi as patterns for ti
(i.e. {(p, ti ) : p ∈ Pi }) or have a human expert examine Pi and build patterns from reliable pattern
candidates only.
We follow the standard practice of using dependency paths as pattern candidates (Stevenson and
Greenwood, 2006). A dependency path is a path through a syntactic dependency structure, i.e. an
alternating sequence of labeled edges and nodes (n0 , e0 , n1 , e1 , . . . ) such that each ei connects ni−1 and
ni and ei can be either left-to-right or right-to-left. A path can end with either a node or an edge. For
subj

dobj

example, protester ←−− pelt −−→ stone is a dependency path. We shall assume that dependency paths
use lemmas instead of tokens. Whenever this is not the case we shall explicitly state it.
Being in a specific dependency relation with likely actor expressions is what makes an arbitrary dependency path a pattern candidate for some type. The exact nature of pattern candidates is dictated by
weak supervision, which is specific to a domain.
We shall now detail the generation of pattern candidates for the protest and IR domains. IR pattern
candidates are due to O’Connor et al. (2013) and are generated from paths connecting source and target
actor expressions. Protest pattern candidates are predicates of collective actor expressions, an idea for
pattern bootstrapping due to Huang and Riloff (2013).
Protest events. We work with 1.8M newswire documents3 downloaded from the LexisNexis data service4 using a search query with common protest-related keywords.5 We process the documents with the
Stanford CoreNLP toolkit (Manning et al., 2014). We build pattern candidate generation on the following observation (Huang and Riloff, 2013): Protest events are typically collective actions, and therefore,
when they are expressed as verbs, their semantic agent will likely be a plural noun, e.g. “Workers took
to the streets”, “A group of students clashed with the police”. This suggests a simple procedure: We
find all plural nouns and traverse dependency trees collecting all predicates of which the plural nouns are
agents.6
We identify all plural common nouns (i.e. NNS-tagged tokens)7 and then traverse collapsed and
3

Agence France Press, Deutsche Presse-Agentur (German Press Agency), BBC World from 2000-2014.
https://www.lexisnexis.com
5
initiative OR referendum OR petition! OR signature! OR campaign! OR protest! OR demonstrat! OR manifest! OR
marche! OR marchi! OR parade OR rall! OR picket! OR (human chain) OR riot! OR affray OR festival OR ceremony OR
(street theatre) OR (road show) OR vigil OR strike! OR boycott! OR block! OR sit-in OR squat! OR mutin! OR bomb! OR
firebomb! OR molotov OR graffiti OR assault OR attack OR arson OR incendiar! OR (fire I/1 raising) OR (set AND ablaze)
OR landmine OR sabot! OR hostage! OR assassinat! OR shot OR murdered OR killed (Kriesi et al., 2012)
6
Our procedure is different in many important ways from that of Huang and Riloff (2013). We identify a larger set of
syntactic constructions that contribute pattern candidates, including passives, relative clauses, and more types of verbal adjuncts.
Unlike Huang and Riloff (2013), we do not distinguish between event phrases and purpose phrases (e.g. in the sentence
“Workers took to the streets to demand better working conditions.”, “took to the streets” would be an event phrase and “to
demand better working conditions” a purpose phrase). We consider purpose phrases a subset of event phrases, partly because
often the same predicate occurs as both. Further, the original proposal tries to identify purpose phrases, like in the example
sentence above, with the help of the xcomp relation, which is in fact a parser error: Purpose phrases are not arguments but advcl
dependents.
7
In fact, we could have also included plural proper nouns (NNPS-tagged tokens).
4
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CC processed dependencies (De Marneffe and Manning, 2008). A pattern candidate is a path from a verb
to its (direct or prepositional) object or prepositional adjunct (i.e. a dependent in any relation matching
dobj|prep .∗ ). However, if the object or adjunct is an named entity (NE), we store the NE tag and discard
the lemma. If a sentence matches one or more of the following cases, we extract pattern candidates and
update the statistics of co-occurrence of plural common nouns and pattern candidates:

1. A plural common noun is a nsubj dependent (i.e. a subject of an active verb). E.g. in the sentence
prep at
nsubj

Protesters

dobj

pelted

stones

dobj

at

the

police.

prep at

we identify candidates pelt −−→ stone and pelt −−−−→ police.
2. The main verb has a plural common noun subject and a xcomp or vmod dependent (i.e. a nonfinite verbal complement or adjunct).8 The non-finite dependent produces pattern candidates, e.g.
dobj

chant −−→ slogan from
nsubj

dobj

vmod

Protesters gathered on the street chanting slogans.

3. A plural common noun is an agent dependent. The verb that governs it produces a pattern candidate
together with its nsubjpass dependent, or rcmod or vmod head. The former accounts for passives,
the latter for finite and non-finite relative clauses, e.g.
agent

nsubjpass

The office was attacked by angry protesters.

After excluding infrequent pattern candidates (count < 15) and nouns (count < 5), we obtain 72K
unique pattern candidates and 11K plural common nouns. Together, they produce 3.6M pattern-noun
samples (Figure 3).
International relations. Here, we re-use pattern candidates derived by O’Connor et al. (2013) from
the English Gigaword corpus of newswire documents (Parker et al., 2009). A pattern candidate is a
dependency path connecting source and target actor expressions. Actor expressions are identified with
the help of the TABARI actor dictionaries. An actor expression is the minimal noun phrase containing a
TABARI actor expression: a proper noun or adjective. Pattern candidates contain at most four notional
words. The source actor must be a nsubj or agent dependent. Some dependency relations are not allowed
in the patterns, e.g. det or conj. For further details, we refer the reader to the paper. Each pattern
candidate is associated with a source-target actor pair (dyad) and the publication date of the news report.
After filtering low-frequency pattern candidates and dyads, O’Connor et al. obtain 366K data samples
featuring 421 dyads and 10K unique pattern candidates.
3.2

Labeling of pattern candidates

The semi-supervised labeling of pattern candidates requires a semantic similarity metric on the set of
pattern candidates. Cosine similarity between vectors in some vector space, which somehow capture the
semantics of the corresponding linguistic entities (e.g. words or patterns), is one very common similarity
metric. The derivation of vector representations leverages the counts of how many times the linguistic
entities occur in some specific contexts in the data. For example, in the derivation of word vectors, the
contexts are simply neighboring words.
8
We do not include advcl for simplicity: advcl dependents can have their own subjects different from the subject of the main
verb.
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Step 1: PPMI matrix Define matrix M ∈ Rm×k of
number of contexts, as

PPMI

scores, where m is the number of pattern candidates and k is the


mqc = max log


p̂(q, c)
, 0 ,
p̂(q) p̂α (c)

for pattern candidate q and context c. p̂(q, c) and p̂(q) are empirical distributions, p̂α (c) is a smoothed context distribution
α
defined as p̂α (c) = P#(c)
, where α ∈ R and #(c) is the count of c in the data.
#(c)α
c

Step 2: Dimensionality reduction Perform singular value decomposition
M = U · Σ · V>
Rows vectors of matrix Utr truncated at the first l columns are distributed representations of pattern candidates.

Procedure 1: Derivation of distributed representations for pattern candidates.
Contexts. For event patterns, contexts can be actor expressions or other patterns that occur with the
same actor expressions. For protest patterns, we use plural common nouns as contexts.
For IR patterns, similar to O’Connor et al. (2013) and Krause et al. (2015), we assume that a dyad and
a time span induce a context: Patterns that occur with the same dyad in the texts from the same time
span become contexts for one another. In our experiments, we take the time span to be a single day—the
publication date. Thus, given a (dyad, publication date) tuple t, pattern candidates p and q that occur
with t, p 6= q, are counted once as p being a pattern and q its context and once as q being a pattern and p
its context. This is identical to Krause et al. (2015).
Distributed representations. We choose to derive distributed representations for pattern candidates
by first constructing a pattern-context matrix M of positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI) scores
(Step 1 of Procedure 1) and then performing SVD on M (Step 2 of Procedure 1). To this end, we use the
Hyperwords9 package. We apply context distribution smoothing with α = 0.75 and retain only the
pattern-to-latent-factors matrix Utr (Levy et al., 2015) truncated at 500 columns.
At this point, we can already cluster pattern candidates by e.g. exploring pattern frequencies (Krause
et al., 2015). Fortunately, we have at our disposal the TABARI dictionary of labeled event patterns, which
we can use in a semi-supervised learning procedure to label new patterns. This follows closely the
approach of Hamilton et al. (2016), and we re-use much of their code.10
Similarity graph. First, we construct a weighted undirected graph of pattern similarity. Pattern candidates are nodes, and the weights of the edges W are computed using angular similarity, which turns
cosine similarity into a distance metric. Self-loops are disallowed (Step 1 of Procedure 2). For efficiency,
for each pattern candidate, we keep connections to only twenty five most similar nodes; all other edge
weights are set to zero.
Label propagation. We apply the semi-supervised label propagation algorithm of Zhou et al. (2004)
(Step 2 of Procedure 2) and use the TABARI verb pattern dictionary to identify seed patterns. For experiments with IR patterns, we find seeds for all but one of the topmost CAMEO categories (Mass Violence),
with the number of seeds per category ranging from one to seventy-four. We identify thirty four seeds
among protest event pattern candidates.

4

Experiments

We next evaluate the quality of the labeled pattern candidates. Event patterns are intended as highprecision classifiers: The words making a pattern are chosen carefully to generate as few false positives
as possible. Pattern-based classifiers are typically weak in recall as it may be difficult to construct sufficiently many unambiguous patterns. Thus, any good new pattern potentially contributes to higher recall.
Does our automated approach produce good new patterns? An evaluation that we conduct for IR patterns
9
10

https://bitbucket.org/omerlevy/hyperwords
https://github.com/williamleif/socialsent
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Step 1: Edge weight matrix Define edge weight matrix W ∈ Rm×m as
(
wpq =

arccos − cos θ



0

if p 6= q,
otherwise

tr
tr
where cos θ is the cosine similarity between row vectors utr
p,∗ and uq,∗ of U , the distributed representations of patterns p and
q.

Step 2: Label propagation (After Zhou et al. (2004)) Given some seed patterns, define matrix F(0) ∈ Rm×c , where m is the
number of patterns and c is the number of categories, as
(0)

fpk =
Define transition matrix T ∈ Rm×m as


1
0

if p is a seed pattern for category k,
otherwise

(1)

wpq
tpq = Pm
r=0 wrq

(2)

Set β ∈ [0, 1]. Until convergence, iterate
F(t+1) = βT F(t) + (1 − β)F(0)

(3)

Let F(∞) be the label matrix after convergence is reached. Label unlabeled patterns q with k̂ =

(∞)
arg maxk fqk .

Procedure 2: Labeling of pattern candidates by label propagation through pattern similarity graph.
aims at estimating the proportion of correct new patterns at various ranks, when ordered by label score
(∞)
fqk . For protest events, we measure precision and recall on an annotated corpus.
International relations. We use IR patterns to code newswire documents from the LexisNexis data
service. Out of twenty CAMEO categories, we randomly sample eight:
(A) four categories with the number of seed patterns greater than thirty: Engage in Diplomatic Cooperation, Fight/Assault,11 Consult, Disapprove,
(B) two categories with ten to thirty seed patterns: Coerce, Reduce Relations, and
(C) two categories with fewer than ten seeds: Investigate, Exhibit Military Posture.
(∞)

For each category k, we order the pattern candidates for k by label score fqk in descending order
and randomly sample fifteen pattern candidates from among the first 50, 50-100, and 100-150 pattern
candidates. We pair the sampled candidates with category labels and turn the resulting patterns to the
TABARI / PETRARCH dictionary format.12 We use PETRARCH to code actors and events with the help of
these patterns. We also check that each event match respects the dependency path of the pattern. For each
pattern, we randomly sample up to two sentences that it matches. This gives us a total of 551 sentences.
To this, we add 130 sentences matched by thirteen patterns randomly sampled from the seeds of each
category, with up to two sentences per pattern.
To estimate the proportion of correct new patterns, the author and one political science doctoral student
check the predicted categories of all the sentences. The human coders try to indicate, whenever possible,
whether the predicted category is incorrect for a reason other than the pattern assigning a wrong code.
We exclude such cases from calculations. With this strategy, we aim to evaluate the (average stratified)
precision of the patterns (i.e. their intended property as high-precision classifiers) irrespective of their
frequency.13 This is in contrast with estimating the precision of the entire pattern-based classifier, which
would inevitably be dominated by high-frequency patterns.
11

Here, we follow Boschee et al. (2013) and Boschee et al. (2015) in considering Fight and Assult a single topmost category.
Somewhat surprisingly, above five percent of the patterns cannot be faithfully converted to PETRARCH format as they are
headed by a noun and not a verb.
13
An alternative strategy would be to manually inspect a list of patterns, which has a downside that we may overlook
ambiguities that become apparent when we see a pattern in a sentence that it matches.
12
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Figure 4: Stratified average pattern precision
across CAMEO categories. Scores for patterns
sampled from among the first 50 patterns, 50-100
patterns, 100-150 patterns. Dashed lines of same
color mark average precision of seed patterns.

Figure 5: Precision and recall of seeds + m
new patterns per protest subcategory and PE TRARCH with default verb patterns and without
actor coding. PETRARCH: 014∗ counting only
protest events, 014∗ /051 counting protest events
and events of subcategory (051) Rally Support
For.

Figure 4 shows the results. The patterns for the categories with many seeds (groups A and B) perform well and compare favorably to seed patterns. Group C produce very few coded sentences, and
no sentence is correctly coded. About eleven percent of all the sentences have been excluded. The
most common causes for that are sentences from sports news (34%), hypothetical constructions (23%),
negation (22%), and wrongly coded actors (12%). These sources of error are clearly failures not of the
automatically generated patterns but the automated coder, e.g. its inability to take into account negation
or check whether a pattern match is embedded under a modal verb. The inter-coder agreement for this
evaluation is modest, with a Cohen’s kappa of 0.64.
Protest events. We use the corpus of Makarov et al. (2016) of English Gigaword documents annotated
with protest events and resembling standard benchmark datasets for event extraction, e.g. the ACE 2005
corpus (ACE, 2005). Unlike the IR patterns for which we resort to a complex evaluation strategy, with
this corpus, we can directly and fully automatically estimate both precision and recall. We select sentences for which at least two of the coders code the same event. We only use sentences which feature
event types that correspond to the five CAMEO protest codes.14 We obtain a total of 572 labeled sentences. We randomly sample another 600 sentences of newswire text not from the corpus and use them
to approximate the negative class, i.e. sentences without protest events.
Collective actions often do not mention a target actor directly (as in e.g. “protest against the antigay law”). Since an automated coder codes an event only if both source and target actors are matched,
we choose to evaluate protest patterns without actor coding (otherwise, only very few events would be
coded).
We note that some positive-class sentences cannot be coded without the knowledge of the context of
the document. Another complication is that protest events are often referred to with standalone nouns
like “demonstration” or “rally” and not verb phrases denoting protest actions, e.g. “the Florence demonstration was expected to be the biggest in the country” or “a group of rowdy youths broke away from the
peaceful demonstration”. Such cases, therefore, cannot be coded by a pattern-based coder that associates
events with verb phrases. This suggests that the upper bound on recall in this evaluation is much below
100%.
14
Subcategories of Protest (14∗ ): Uncategorized Protest (140), Demonstration (141), Hunger Strike (142), Strike/Boycott
(143), Obstruction of Passage (144), and Riots (145)
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We compare the following conditions:
i) We code with seed patterns plus, for each of the five protest subcategories, the first m new patterns,
when ranked by label score in descending order. We let m range from 0 to 400. We apply patterns
by matching their dependency paths.
ii) As our baseline, we run PETRARCH with its default pattern dictionary (of a few hundreds of protest
event patterns) and the actor coding function switched off. Additionally, we test a condition in
which we consider category (051) Rally Support For as another protest category: Many protest
events with a positive stance on an issue (as in “rallied for immigrant rights”) end up being coded
this code.
We manually check the events that either system finds in the negative-class sentences. We find eight
sentences with protest events, which we then count as instances of the positive class.
The results indicate (Figure 5) that new patterns dramatically increase recall and precision remains
high. Most matches by PETRARCH come from matching single verbs: “demonstrate”, “protest”, “rally”.
The new patterns, on the other hand, are more lexically diverse: Patterns that fire feature forty seven (at
m = 50) to fifty five (at m = 400) different verbs.

5

Discussion

How do we justify the choices of the techniques in the pipeline? One finds various strategies in the
literature for the generation of event and relation extraction patterns that typically employ as contexts
nouns, especially proper nouns (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Carlson et al., 2010), although other kind of
expressions also appear, e.g. verb phrases (Huang and Riloff, 2013). Although one can build patterns
over words (Du and Yangarber, 2015), patterns over parse trees have been found useful abstractions
(Sudo et al., 2003; Bunescu and Mooney, 2005; Stevenson and Greenwood, 2005). Likewise, other
strategies for factorizing a pattern-context co-occurrence matrix can be employed. However, truncated
SVD of a PPMI matrix provides competitive representations (Levy et al., 2015; Hamilton et al., 2016) and
does not build in any assumptions about the nature of entities and contexts.
Pattern-based coding suffers from the simple logic of pattern application and errors in linguistic analyses. A more flexible and better performing approach is based on statistical learning (Boschee et al.,
2013; Boschee et al., 2015). Syntactic patterns can be used as features in such a statistical event coding
system. Syntactic information is important to systems solving a related task of semantic role labeling
(Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017; Roth and Lapata, 2016; FitzGerald et al., 2015).

6

Conclusion

We present an approach for learning dictionaries of verb patterns for the coding of political events. The
method uses pattern matching over dependency parse trees to identify pattern candidates, then computes
distributed representations for them that define weights in a similarity graph. The labels of unlabeled pattern candidates are learned with a semi-supervised algorithm of label propagation through the resulting
graph. New patterns evaluate favorably on two important domains of political interactions.
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